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ABSTRACT
Biometric authentication is becoming an increasingly prevalent way to identify a person
based on unique physical traits such as the fingerprint, the face, and/or the iris. The iris
stands out particularly among these traits due to its relative invariability with time and
high uniqueness. However, iris recognition without special, dedicated tools like near-infrared
(NIR) cameras and stationary high-performance computers is a challenge. Solutions have
been proposed to target mobile platforms like smart phones and tablets by making use of
the RGB camera commonly found on those platforms. These solutions tend to be slower
than the former due to the decreased performance achieved in mobile processors. This work
details an approach to solve the mobility and performance problems of iris segmentation
in current solutions, by targeting an FPGA-based SoC. The SoC allows us to run the iris
recognition system in software, while accelerating slower parts of the system by using paral-
lel, dedicated hardware modules. The results of this work1 show a speedup in segmentation
of 22× when compared to an x86-64 platform and 468× when compared to an ARMv7
platform.
1The Git repository for the work presented in this thesis can be found at
https://git.ece.iastate.edu/javey/iris-recognition-thesis
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Biometric authentication uses physical traits of a person to verify their identity in con-
trast to passwords or keys. It provides higher security when compared to traditional text-
based passwords that users must remember. Simple, easy-to-remember passwords are often
chosen over complex, difficult-to-remember passwords for their convenience. It also pro-
vides the convenience of not having to carry around a separate physical key that must be
kept-safe from potential thieves. The face and fingerprint are traits that are useful for bio-
metric authentication but introduce the problems that may occur from change over time,
look-alikes, or physical changes like damage from cuts or burns. The iris is a trait that
is relatively stable in-time compared to other physical traits and contains high inter-class
variability making it a good candidate for biometric authentication [4]. The iris is charac-
terized by two boundaries within the eye. The pupillary, or inner, boundary is defined by a
line separating the black pupil in the center of the eye from the colored iris. The limbic, or
outer, boundary is defined by a line separating the colored iris from the sclerathe white part
of the eye. Today, iris recognition systems exist to authenticate people for various reasons
such as border crossing [5] and welfare programs [11]. However, these systems often take
seconds to complete and often require specialized hardware such as near-infrared (NIR)
cameras. The convenience and security offered by biometric authentication using the iris
is desirable. If authentication of persons via the iris is to become mainstream, it must be
supported by fast, mobile systems without the requirement of specialized resources.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains relevant anatomical
terms of the eye and the general iris recognition system stages. Chapter 3 gives examples
2of related research in both iris recognition algorithms and the platforms iris recognition
has been targeted for. Chapter 4 details our software implementation of an iris recognition
system and its performance on different processors. Chapter 5 describes the hardware
architecture that implements the segmentation stage of the iris recognition pipeline, and
its performance compared to the software-only implementation described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 offers our conclusion and outlines future work.
3CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND: IRIS RECOGNITION
This chapter contains background information necessary for understanding the general
methods of iris recognition. First, the relevant anatomical terms used to refer to parts of
the eye are given. Then, the fundamental stages of the iris recognition pipeline and their
functions are presented. The chapter concludes with a dicussion of different types of general
methods that satisfy each stage.
2.1 Eye Anatomy
This thesis often uses anatomical terms when referring to parts of the eye and iris to
be specific. For those not accustomed to these terms, they are defined here and shown in
Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
The pupil is the black circular hole in the center of the eye. It appears a dark, black color
because light is absorbed by tissues inside the eye. Its dark shade is a useful characteristic
for segmentation, as you will see in Chapter 4. The iris is the colored annulus—ring-shaped
object—located between the pupil and the white part of the eye called the sclera. The iris
can develop in many different colors, but its most interesting characteristic is its texture
of arches, furrows, ridges, crypts, and a collarette, all of which make irides highly unique
from person to person. The iris develops early on in a human’s life and is stable over time
[4] which adds to the convenience factor of biometric authentication using the iris. These
terms are labeled on an example image of an eye in Figure 2.1.
Other important terms used in this thesis specific the boundaries of the iris which are
found during segmentation. There are two boundaries that separate the iris from the the
4rest of the components in the eye. The inner boundary, or pupillary boundary, is a circle on
the outer edge of the pupil which separates the iris from the pupil. The outer boundary, or
limbic boundary, is a circle on the outer edge of the iris separating the iris from the sclera,
or white part of the eye. Figure 2.2 shows an example of an eye with labeled boundaries.
Figure 2.1: Simple anatomy of the eye.
Figure 2.2: The pupillary and limbic boundaries.
52.2 Iris Recognition Stages
This section describes the basic stages the iris recognition pipeline can be broken down
into. It’s similar to many types of classification or identification systems that one may be
familiar with; however, here we describe how each stage fits specifically into iris recognition.
The pipeline is broken into these fundamental stages: acquisition, segmentation, normaliza-
tion, feature extraction, classification. A model of the iris recognition stages is given in 2.3.
Figure 2.3: The iris recognition system model.
2.2.1 Acquisition
The acquisition stage involves capturing an image of an eye using a camera. In most
extant iris recognition systems today, this involves a controlled setting and an NIR imaging
6sensor. The user is given instructions on where place themselves and where to look so the
system can acquire an image of their eye [31]. The Mobile Iris Challenge Evaluation contests
mentioned in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 aim to solve the problem of restriction to a highly-
controlled environment. They target mobile device platforms—which are often equipped
with red, blue, and green (RGB) imaging sensors—and base evaluation of their solutions
on images of participants taken in random, uncontrolled environments.
After acquisition, images may be post-processed to help with later stages of the pipeline.
Post-processing may include methods for enhancing or filtering the image to help with
segmentation, or feature extraction. In the case of less restricted iris recognition systems,
further methods may be used to localize the eye to aid in segmentation. This allows instruc-
tions to be simpler to follow for the user, but may reduce accuracy or runtime performance
as a trade-off for convenience.
2.2.2 Segmentation
The segmentation stage involves locating the boundaries of the iris. These boundaries
identify the area that contains the iris in the shape of an annulus, or annulus-like shape—
in the case of occlusions, non-circular irides, or off-axis gaze. There are five methods
typically used for iris segmentation found in the literature: integro-differential, circular
Hough Transform, active contours, local statistics (kurtosis), and thresholding and binary
morphology.
The integro-differential operator acts as a circle detector after some image pre-processing.
The original eye image is first blurred and then we take the partial derivative with respect
to increasing radius around a center point. The resulting gradient image highlights the
pupillary boundary and limbic boundary due to the change in shade or color between the
pupil to iris and the iris to sclera, respectively. The operation then uses an integrator to
find the maximum valued circle—with respect to increasing radius from a center point—
corresponding to an iris boundary. In research contained in the literature, this operator
7can be used to find both iris boundaries. This method is applied in many places within the
literature and is well described in [7, 4]
The circular Hough Transform is similar to the integro-differential operator in that it
uses a gradient operator and an accumulator to find circles. However, the circular Hough
Transform also uses thresholding to build an edge map before ”voting”, or accumulation,
takes place to find circles. They also differ in that the circular Hough Transform is employed
globally on an image, whereas, the integro-differential operator is local to a center point.
This means the circular Hough Transform’s use of the gradient operator is an average of
two gradient images: one with respect to increasing horizontal, and another with respect
to increasing vertical. This method is applied in [26, 13].
The active contours method uses a set vertices that are dynamic in location until all
vertices become stable based on tuned constraints. Vertices are moved based on a gradient
descent. The starting point for the vertices is based on an initial computation. For example,
when detecting the pupillary boundary the starting area for the vertices could be chosen
based on low-value threshold to isolate the black pupil from other parts of the image.
After the pupillary boundary is located, the starting points for the vertices in the limbic
boundary computation can start just outside the pupillary boundary. There is a trade-
off in the tunable constraints: how precisely the method can fit the boundaries vs. the
runtime complexity and generality for fitting different eyes. The active contours method
has possesses the quality that it can produce iris boundaries which are both non-circular
and non-concentric. The other segmentation methods require the boundaries to circular,
but not necessarily concentric. Further details on active contours are not presented in this
work. A detailed description of the active contours method specifically for iris segmentation
can be found in [6].
The local statistics (kurtosis) method uses a convolution involving local pixel statistics
to determine the limbic boundary. Kurtosis is the fourth order standardized moment of a
probability distribution. The first and second order standardized moments are the standard
8deviation and the variance of a probability distribution. The equation for kurtosis of a set
is
κ =
E(X − X¯)4
σ4
=
µ4
σ4
(2.1)
This equation is used in a convolution, of window size 5x5, on the eye image at every
pixel. After this convolution the limbic boundary appears as a uniformly grey ring or
pair of arcs while the rest of the image is characterized by static noise. Now, a threshold
convolution operator using the standard deviation of a 5x5 neighborhood is used to turn
the eye image into a binary image. The resulting image then contains a white ring or pair
of arcs representing the limbic boundary. A best-fit annulus method is used to confirm the
limbic boundary. Examples of works that use this method are given in [21, 19].
The thresholding and binary morphology method is used in some works to compute the
pupillary boundary. In exploits the fact that the pupil is a very dark mass surrounded by
lighter shaded areas (iris, sclera, and face). An inverse-threshold operator is first used to
build a mask containing only dark areas of the original image. Then, binary morphology—
erosion and dilation convolutions—are used to remove unwanted noise such as eyelashes
and fill in holes in the pupil which may result from reflections. The method then filters out
remaining connected components based on their circularity. The equation for circularity is
given as
Circularity =
4piArea
(perimeter)2
(2.2)
In the case of a perfect circle the circularity would be 1. The pupil can be classified as
having near-one circularity, whereas eyebrows or other noise objects would have much lower
circularity. This method for detecting the pupillary boundary is used in [21, 19].
2.2.3 Normalization
The normalization stage seeks to perform operations on the image, after segmentation,
that make it possible or easier to detect features and remove noise or unwanted data be-
fore the feature extraction stage. In iris recognition common normalization steps include:
9removing eyelash or eyelid occlusions, removing light reflections, and a polar-coordinate
transform to warp the iris annulus into a rectangular image.
The polar-coordinate transform warps the iris into a rectangular, unwrapped, image using
the two iris boundaries found in the segmentation step. This unwrapped format makes it
easier to extract features from the iris without the need to do polar-coordinate lookup in the
feature extraction stage. In the literature, this approach is often called the Rubber Sheet
Model in reference to stretching the inner parts of the iris to match the length of the outer
boundary to form the unwrapped image. The y-axis of the unwrapped image represents
radius and the x-axis represents degree. Each row in the unwrapped image corresponds to
a circle in the iris annulus at a different radius. The left-most pixel in a row corresponds to
0 degrees. The degree increases when iterating horizontally until we reach the right-most
pixel corresponding to 360 degrees. The top row of the image corresponds to the inner-
most circle of the iris annulus. In discrete form, an annulus can be thought of as a series of
circles with increasing radius. As you traverse from the inner-most circle to the outer-most
circle the radius of each circle increases; therefore, the perimeter increases. This means that
all of the circles, except for the outer-most, must be stretched to match the length of the
outer-most circle. This results in duplication of pixels in the unwrapped image. The polar
transform model is shown in 2.4. This method is used in many areas of the literature for
normalization and is described in [7, 4].
Figure 2.4: The polar transform (Rubber Sheet) model.
There are different noise patterns that may appear in the iris. This includes light reflec-
tions and occlusions—objects blocking the iris—like eyelashes or eyelids. Light reflections
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appear as bright white masses on the iris. These can be removed by masking the iris with
an inverse-threshold mask. The inverse-threshold mask is created by thresholding the iris
with a large threshold value. This creates a mask which when applied will only keep the
bright spots of the iris. This mask can be inverted to remove the bright spots of the iris
and keep the rest. If there is an eyelid occlusion, it can be detected using active contours
or an arcuate form of the integro-differential operator. Upper eyelid occlusions often occur
between 45 degrees and 135 degrees. Lower eyelid occlusions often occur between 225 de-
grees and 315 degrees. This information coupled with the knowledge of the location of the
center of the iris can be used to set ithe nitial parameters for the methods used to remove
eyelids. Eyelashes, like eyelids, most often occlude only the upper or lower part of the eye.
If occlusions are found in both the upper and lower sections of the iris, then the image is
likely to occluded to extract enough features to be classified. Eyelashes can be removed
by using pixel-value histograms of the upper and lower portion of the iris pixels. If the
difference between these histograms produces lower-valued bins with a significantly high
amount of values, then the values represented by these bins can be masked out of the iris
as being eyelashes. A detailed explanation of this approach is given in [6].
2.2.4 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction stage involves finding a feature vector that may uniquely identify
the candidate iris. Feature vectors are often referred to as iris templates and are represented
by bit-strings. This simple format makes the classification stage easier when trying to
correlate a match between the local iris template and iris templates stored in a database.
There are many strategies used in the literature to build an iris template. One common
type involves wavelet transformations. [4, 26, 32] are references to works that use wavelet
transforms. A simpler alternative to the wavelet transformation approach is the Ridge-
Energy Direction (RED) method originally presented in [19] and further used in [24, 28].
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It is also common to build a mask during this stage which prevents previously detected
noise—such as reflections and eyelid or eyelash occlusions—from influencing the matching
algortihm. For later convenience, this mask is built to the same size as the iris template
and stored separately.
2.2.5 Classification
The classification stage follows feature extraction and seeks to find a match between
the local iris template and one or more iris templates previously enrolled in a database.
The mask created in the feature extraction stage to remove noise from the iris template is
stored separately but as a pair with the iris template. This method allows the local mask
and the database mask to be combined into one which forces comparison between the local
iris template and the database iris template to exclude noniris artifacts, like occlusions and
reflections (previously identified in the normalization stage or feature extraction stage).
The typical method used to compare two iris templates is the Hamming distance between
the iris templates’ bit-strings. This metric simply counts the number of differences in the two
bit-strings and normalizes the difference to a number between 0.0 and 1.0. The Hamming
distance is defined as
HD =
||(templatelocal ⊕ templatedatabase) ∧masklocal ∧maskdatabase||
||masklocal ∧maskdatabase|| (2.3)
where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operator, ∧ is the bitwise AND operator, and (|| ||) is the
NORM operator which counts the number of ones remaining in a bit-string after internal
operations. The division normalizes the result to a number between 0.0 and 1.0, where
0.0 is a perfect match and 1.0 represents exact opposite iris templates. When comparing
an iris template against a large database the expected (mean) Hamming distance result is
0.5. The range that the result must fall into to be considered a match is dependant on the
methods used in the previous stages. In general, a resulting Hamming distance between 0.0
and 0.34 is considered a match. This thesis does not further cover the statistical details of
classification. A more detailed explanation and analysis is given in [4].
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2.3 Summary
This chapter presents the eye anatomy and typical stages of an iris recognition system
from acquisition of an eye image to classification against a database. There are different
methods for each stage explored in the literature and some examples are given in this
chapter. As can be observed, an iris recognition system can be built and experimented with
from several different combinations of these methods.
13
CHAPTER 3. RELATED WORK
This chapter discusses related research in the field of iris recognition. We cover iris
recognition algorithms and methods as well implementations on different platforms.
3.1 Established Methods
In [7] Dr. John Daugman published algorithms for iris recognition that are used widely
today. In 2004, Daugman published another paper [4] which reiterates the algorithms and
improves on runtime performance. These works describe the basic steps taken to identify
an iris match. Those steps include segmenting an iris from an image of an eye, extracting
the features of the iris, and making a classification of identity based on those features. An
integro-differential operator is used to find both circular boundaries of the iris, the pupillary
and limbic boundaries, as well as the upper and lower eyelids. The integro-differential
operator is defined as
max
(r,x0,y0)
∣∣∣∣Gσ(r) ∗ ∂∂r
∮
r,x0,y0
I(x, y)
2pir
ds
∣∣∣∣ (3.1)
where I(x, y) is an image containing an eye and Gσ(r) is a Gaussian blur with respect to
increasing radius. The operator acts as a circle detector by finding the maximum of several
accumulated circles with varying centers (x, y) and varying radii r. This operator and a
software implementation are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
In 2007, Daugman updated the segmentation part of the iris recognition pipeline [6]
which improves on the accuracy. It applies an active contours method to achieve this. This
method uses a of vertices—a contour—which are updated with time until a best-fit contour
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is found for the boundary. This method allows the iris to be non-circular in the image
allowing for off-axis gaze.
3.2 Mobile Iris Recognition
Due to the massive use of mobile devices in today’s world, the Mobile Iris CHallenge
Evaluation (MICHE) [10] was created to promote biometric authentication, via the iris,
on mobile platforms such as smart phones and tablets in less-controlled environments. In
many circumstances, the users of these mobile devices access secure data and services that
need to be protected. In common cases, these mobile devices possess red, green, and blue
(RGB) imaging sensors which MICHE aims to use for convenience and availability. The
first MICHE contest was presented in 2015 to promote advances in mobile iris recognition.
The contest invited researchers to present their solutions to this problem. The results from
the MICHE contests are given in [9, 27]. An RGB eye-image dataset was created from this
contest and is used in this work.
There are several works that use the MICHE dataset to target iris recognition on mobile
platforms. In [8], De Marsico et al. layout a modular hybrid approach for a face and iris
recognition system. Barra et al. [2] uses a median filter to detect and segment the limbic
boundary. This approach is similar to the integro-differential operator approach originally
described by Daugman in [4, 7]. The runtime performance of this method—on the order
of seconds—suggests improvements would be necessary to build an everyday-use tool. In
[1], Abate et al. use a watershed transform, after obtaining an average gradient image
across all three RGB color channels, to binarize the original image and then use a circle
detector to find both the pupillary and limbic boundaries. In [3, 9] the authors layout
the results of the MICHE competition, showing that mobile iris recognition is possible but
highly performance constrained to the order of seconds for identification.
There are also other works outside of the MICHE competition that attempt to use
mobile phones for iris recognition. Kurkovsky et al. was one of the earliest to experiment
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with iris recognition on the mobile phone that we’ve found [23]. This work uses the NIR-
camera image dataset CASIA and claims consistant performance of under three seconds. In
[37] the authors explore performance of extant systems using an RGB-image dataset. The
systems tested in this work are meant for NIR-camera images but the authors claim that
the systems are mostly successful when using only the red plane of their RGB-images. An
experiment such as this could provide interesting insights on how to tune existing systems
to make use of mobile phone RGB-cameras.
3.3 Alternative Platform Implementations
There are also several approaches in research that target different platforms than the
traditional single-core software-based solutions for iris segmentation. In [29] Raida et al.
produce a hardware/software hybrid implementation of iris segmentation using Gaussian
smoothing- and morphological-accelerators on a Cyclone-II FPGA. They show a gain in
execution-time performance from 3 seconds to 2 seconds for a total of 33% speedup when
using both types of accelerators. In [25] the authors target multiple platforms to obtain
performance trade-offs in building token identifiers for classfication/matching. The target a
desktop computer, a microprocessor, and an FPGA. In their results they give performance
trade-off analysis when using different resolutions in their FPGA solution. In [16], Hematian
presents an FPGA-based zero-delay iris localization method. The author considers the iris
localization stage to be zero-delay due to the pipelined approach to their overall solution for
iris recognition. Sakr et al. target an NVIDIA GTX 460 GPU for iris recognition in [33].
In the localization stage they present a speedup of 10× when compared to a 2.3 gigahertz
Intel Core i3 software solution. The works referenced in this section use near-infrared (NIR)
image datasets. In contrast to the platforms used for the MICHE contests, NIR cameras
are not commonly found in most consumer mobile platforms.
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3.4 Summary
Many extant iris recognition systems use Dr. Daugman’s established methods. These
fundamental algorithms have proven to be effective and useful in the world; however, they
require a controlled environment and a NIR imaging sensor. The MICHE partipants aimed
to solve these problems by building solutions for uncontrolled environments and targeting
mobile platforms commonly owned by individuals; however, the runtime performance of
these solutions isn’t high enough to provide the convenience neccessary to replace existing
authentication methods. In contrast to these related works, this paper contributes a solution
of RGB-image-based iris segmentation targeting an SoC FPGA for a hardware/software
hybrid approach that exploits both the flexibility of software and the parallelism and speed
capabilities of dedicated hardware.
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CHAPTER 4. SOFTWARE-ONLY IRIS RECOGNITION SYSTEM
This chapter discusses our iris recognition system software prototype and its results. The
design of the software prototype is discussed, and experimental results are presented. We
use the MICHE RGB-image dataset described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 for input images.
The choice to design hardware for the iris segmentation stage—presented in Chapter 5—is
made clear based on the understanding of the software system and performance results
given. For more examples and a description of the purpose of each iris recognition stage
presented in this chapter see Chapter 2.
4.1 Software prototype
A software-only iris recognition system was created to gauge performance constraints
of the various stages including image acquisition, iris segmentation, feature extraction,
and classification. For this prototype we make use of the OpenCV library which supports
algorithms and data structures that are useful for computer vision applications [18]. The
high-level methods for each stage are as follows
1. Acquisition: An RGB-image file from the MICHE dataset is read into memory. A
Haar-feature based cascade classifier function is used to retrieve a smaller region-of-
interest (ROI) of the eye.
2. Segmentation: Thresholding and binary morphological operators are used to segment
the pupil, much like in [21]. The proven integro-differential operator laid out in [4],
with a few changes, is used to segment the limbic boundary.
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3. Normalization: A polar coordinate transform is used to unwrap the segmented iris
from the original image to a rectangular image in polar coordinates. This was origi-
nally described in [4] as a Rubber Sheet model.
4. Feature Extraction: The Ridge Energy Direction method introduced in [19] is used to
build an iris template for classification.
5. Classification: The Hamming distance is used as a metric to classify whether the local
iris template matches a database iris template. If the Hamming distance between two
templates is low enough, then the template is considered a match.
4.1.1 Acquisition
In the first stage of the iris recognition system an RGB-image is read from disk. The
scenes in the images of this dataset vary greatly due to their purposefully uncontrolled
environment. Because this thesis does not aim to specifically solve the problem of an un-
controlled environment, a cascade classifier method is used to retrieve an eye ROI within
the scene. The cascade classifier is a feature extractor that looks for certain pre-described
patterns in an image. In this case, a pattern for detecting eyes in an image is used. The
cascade classifier method returns an ROI of where the eye is located. For this approach we
use the OpenCV library’s implementation of the cascade classifier. The documentation for
this can be found at [17]. The cascade classifier can be avoided in the future by providing
simple instructions to the user on how to orient their device. This might be a small incon-
venience for the user, but it would help the user get the best results. For this reason, the
cascade classifier was not considered as a bottleneck in the iris recognition pipeline, but its
use supports the other iris recognition stages. The acquisition of an image and the cascade
classifier result are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The acquisition stage result.
4.1.2 Segmentation
The segmentation stage seeks to find the circular edge boundaries of the iris, namely the
pupillary boundary and the limbic boundary. If you are not familiar with these anatomical
terms see Chapter 2, Section 2.1 for descriptions. The eye ROI extracted from the acquisi-
tion stage will now be referred to as the eye image. For clarity, the segmentation stage is
split into two stages: pupillary (inner-iris) boundary segmentation and limbic (outer-iris)
boundary segmentation. The two substages are described below.
4.1.2.1 Pupillary Boundary
In this software prototype, thresholding and morphological operators are used to segment
the pupil. In the eye image the pupil appears as a near-black, circular blob. The red plane
of the image gives the greatest contrast between the pupil and the rest of the eye; therefore,
its best suited for pupillary boundary segmentation. A threshold operation is used on the
red plane of the eye image to create a pupil mask. The mask may still contain unwanted
noise from other dark regions of the eye, such as the eyelashes and eyebrows. To help remove
any potential noise and fill in holes from reflections from the camera or environment, two
morphological operatorserosion and dilationare applied to the pupil mask. Finally, we find
the connected components in pupil mask. The resulting connected components are filtered
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on based on their circularity and size, in area. The calculation of circularity results in a
number between 0.0 and 1.0 is defined as
Circularity =
4piArea
(perimeter)2
(4.1)
The circularity of a perfect circle would be one. The pupil can be classified as hav-
ing near-one circularity, whereas eyebrows or other noise objects would have much lower
circularity due to their oblong shape. If there is more than one remaining connected com-
ponent after filtering, the largest-in-area component is chosen as the pupil. If there arent
any remaining components after filtering, then the process restarts from the thresholding
operation, with a higher or lower threshold value. An example result of this method for
segmenting the pupil is shown in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2 the original red plane ROI is
shown in the top-left, the image after thresholding is shown in the top-right, the image after
morphological operations is shown bottom-left, and the segmented pupil—identified by a
red circle—is shown in the bottom-right.
Figure 4.2: Pupillary segmentation result
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4.1.2.2 Limbic Boundary
In this software prototype, the integro-differential method is used to segment the limbic
boundary. The integro-differential method is used to detect a best-fit circle. The eye image
must first be preprocessed before attempting to find the limbic boundary. First, a Gaussian
blur is used to smooth the image to help get rid of sharp noise. Then, a sobel operator is
used to compute the gradient of the eye image. For the standard integro-differential operator
the gradient is computed from a center point within the pupil with respect to increasing
radius. For simplicity, this gradient is modified to instead compute two gradients—one in
the increasing horizontal direction and another in the increasing vertical direction—that
are averaged to together. The results of these gradient operators are shown in Figure 4.3.
The horizontal gradient is shown on the left, the vertical gradient is shown in the center,
and the averaged combined gradient is shown on the right. One can observe the ring that
is created around the limbic boundary. This information is used to segment the boundary.
Figure 4.3: Limbic Segmentation: Gradient images
After computing the gradient image, we threshold it with a low threshold value to get
a representative binary image, as shown in Figure 4.4. The next step is to find the best-fit
circle which corresponds to the limbic boundary. This approach uses a radial accumulator,
or integrator, to find the circle containing the highest number of white pixels, corresponding
to the limbic boundary.
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It is well known that the pupillary and limbic boundaries may not be concentric, i.e.
they may not share the same center, even with on-axis gaze. For this reason, the next step
in limbic segmentation is an iterative process to find the best center for the limbic boundary.
We define a center-search square consisting of points around the pupil center. Each point
in the center-search square is tried to find the best-fit limbic boundary. In this work, the
center-search square size is arbitrarily chosen as 5x5. In future work, the size of this square
can be estimated based on the size of the pupil; however, the runtime of this method is
linearly proportional to the size of the square. Each pixel location in the center-search
square represents possible centers for the limbic boundary circle. The process at each pixel
in the square can be broken down into these two steps
1. Unwrap the threshold image: Using a modified polar coordinate transform, the thresh-
old image is unwrapped to polar coordinates. This process is similar to the Rubber
Sheet model defined in [4].
2. Best-fit band: Find the horizontal band with the highest number of white pixels. This
band corresponds to the limbic boundary.
For continuity, the details of the above two items are saved for the next paragraph.
After these steps are completed at each point in the center-search square the next step
compares the best-fit band at each pixel location in the square centered at the pupil. Out
of all bands, the one with the highest number of white pixels corresponds to the best-fit
limbic boundary. The best-fit band’s y-coordinate is the radius of the limbic circle minus
the radius of the pupil. To get the final radius of the limbic circle the radius of the pupil is
added.
The polar coordinate transform warps an annulus in cartesian coordinates into a rectan-
gle in polar coordinates. The inner boundary of the annulus is the pupillary boundary. The
outer boundary is the max-height circle contained in the threshold image, centered at the
current pixel in the center-search square. Figure 4.4 gives an example of the limbic bound-
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ary search area. This is the area that the polar transform seeks to unwrap.The threshold
gradient image is shown on the left and the labeled limbic search area on the right.
Figure 4.4: Limbic Segmentation: Gradient threshold
In order to perform the operation we must have the boundaries of the limbic search area
in array form. Given center pixel location C, and radius r the following equations give the
x- and y-coordinates for a circular boundary array of points B
Bix = r ∗ cos(θi) + Cx (4.2)
Biy = r ∗ sin(−θi) + Cy (4.3)
Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are used to build the inner and outer boundary arrays for the
polar transform, Binner and Bouter. The boundary arrays are filled iteratively, starting at
θi = 0 and increasing θi until θi = 2pi to complete the circle. We use the the pupil center
point and pupil radius as the center and radius, respectively, for calculating Binner. We
use the current center-search square pixel and half of the image height as the center and
radius, respectively, for Bouter. Because this is an iterative process to find the best center
point for the limbic boundary, Binner and Bouter must be recalculated for each point in the
center-search square.
Once the boundary arrays are obtained, the polar transform operation can begin. The
result of the polar transform operation is a new image referred to as the unwrapped image.
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The operation to build the unwrapped image loads pixels from the threshold image and
stores them in the unwrapped image. This operation is defined by
U(r, θ) = I(x(r, θ), y(r, θ)) (4.4)
where U is the unwrapped image, I is the threshold image, and x(r, θ) and y(r, θ) are
defined as
x(r, θ) = (1− r)Binnerx(θ) + rBouterx(θ) (4.5)
y(r, θ) = (1− r)Binnery(θ) + rBoutery(θ) (4.6)
For locations calculated to be outside of the threshold image I, black pixels are substi-
tuted in their place. Figure 4.5 shows an example result of the polar transform operation.
Figure 4.5: Limbic Segmentation: Polar Transform
The best-fit band step involves finding the horizontal band with the highest number of
white pixels in the unwrapped image. A horizontal band in the unwrapped image corre-
sponds to a circle in the original threshold image. This is because the unwrapped image is
in a polar space with radius represented by the y-axis and angle represented by the x-axis.
Therefore, a perfectly straight band in the unwrapped image corresponds to a perfect circle
in the original threshold image. This is the part of the integro-differental operator that
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acts as a circle detector. We accumulate along circles at different radii. This process is
demonstrated in both cartesian and polar spaces in Figure 4.6. An example of the best-fit
circle operation in both Cartesian (shown on the left) and polar (shown on the right) spaces.
The blue circle (or band in the polar case) corresponds to the best-fit. The band with the
highest number of white pixels—found via accumulation—is considered the best-fit circle
for the current center location in the center-search square.
Figure 4.6: Limbic Segmentation: Best-fit band example
In our implementation the software prototype computes the best-fit circle (band) in the
unwrapped image, or polar space, only. It’s also worth mentioning that in this work we
ignore the accumulation of values between 45 degrees and 135 degrees and values between
225 degrees and 315 degrees as a static way of removing noise that may be introduced from
the upper and lower eyelids, respectively.
After the best-fit band has been found for each possible location in the center-search
square, we then take the band with the largest number of accumulated white pixels to
compute the limbic boundary. The center used to calculate this best-fit band is used as the
limbic boundary center. The y-coordinate of the best-fit band location, BestF itLocationy,
in the unwrapped image is used to calculate the limbic boundary radius in
Irisradius = BestF itLocationy + Pupilradius (4.7)
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Once both the pupillary and limbic boundaries have been found, the prototype moves
onto the normalization stage. Partly due to the uncontrolled environment of the MICHE
dataset images, this algorithm doesn’t always segment the iris perfectly. A few exam-
ples of both well-segmented and poorly-segmented irides are shown in Figure 4.7. The
top row shows examples of well-segmented irides and the bottom row shows examples of
poorly-segmented irides. The red circles represent the limbic boundaries. The green circles
represent the pupillary boundaries. The red and green dots represent the center of their
matching colored boundary.
Figure 4.7: Segmented eye results
4.1.3 Normalization
The normalization stage involves creating and formatting an image from the information
retrieved in the segmentation stage so that features can be extracted in the next stage.
In the software prototype, we first warp the eye image using a polar transform (Rubber
Sheet) model. We use the pupillary (inner) and limbic (outer) boundaries discovered in
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the segmentation stage as input to the polar transform operation. For more details on how
this operation works see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3 for an overview and Section 4.1.2.2 in this
chapter for further details. An example of an unwrapped iris is shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Normalization: Unwrapped image
Once the iris has been unwrapped using the approach above, we attempt to remove noise
from reflections and eyelid occlusions. One can spot the noise in the unwrapped image.
Figure 4.9 gives labeled examples of noise in this iris image. The noise mask generated from
reflection and eyelid detection is shown on the bottom left. The iris after the noise mask is
applied is shown on the bottom right.
Figure 4.9: Normalization: Noise in the unwrapped image
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In this work we use a white-pixel value to threshold the unwrapped image. This results
in a mask that is used to removed the light reflections. Another threshold is used to attempt
to detect eyelids. It is not always the case, but often the eyelid is a lighter-shade than the
rest of the pupil. We also know that eyelids occlude the iris at 45-135 degrees and 225-315
degrees. This information helps in identifiying eyelid occlusions. After thresholding the
unwrapepd image we can find contours that correspond to eyelid occlusions. If a contour or
two contours are found, then a mask is built using the contour information to remove eyelid
occlusions. Figure 4.9 shows a mask built to remove noise from the unwrapped image.
4.1.4 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction stage seeks to build a bit-string feature vector for the normalized,
segmented iris. Feature extraction identifies key traits of the iris and extracts them into
a form that is easier to classify. In this software prototype, the Ridge-Energy Direction
method is used, for its simplicity, as a feature extractor.
The Ridge-Energy Direction approach considers the ”energy” of the unwrapped image.
As its explained in [19], energy refers to the magnitude of the ridges that appear in the
iris. The direction of the ridges is calculated using two filters, a horizontal and a vertical.
First, the unwrapped image is further normalized using local-adaptive histogram equaliza-
tion. Then, the method builds two separated images using 9x9 convolutional filters on the
unwrapped image. The filters are given in the Equations 4.8 and 4.9.
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Horizontalfilter =

−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1

(4.8)
V erticalfilter =

−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1

(4.9)
Examples of the filtered images are shown in Figure 4.10. The horizontally filtered iris
is shown on the left. The vertically filtered iris is shown on the right. To finish feature
extraction we use the two filtered images to build the result and a mask that signifies what
bits in the template are valid to compare in the next stage. The template bit-string and
mask are the same size in bits as filtered images are in pixels. At every pixel location in
the filtered images we compare the values. If the horizontally filtered pixel is greater then
we append a ’1’ to the bit-string, else we append a ’0’. This resulting bit identifies the
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direction of a ridge in the unwrapped iris image. Also, if the greater-valued pixel is less
than an energy threshold—defined in this work as the mid-point between a black pixel and
a white pixel (128)—then we append a ’0’ to the mask, otherwise we append a ’1’ to the
mask. A value of ’1’ in the mask signifies that the corresponding bit in the iris template
is valid. A example iris template and it’s corresponding mask are displayed as images in
Figure 4.11. The iris template is shown on the left. The iris-template mask is shown on the
right.
Figure 4.10: Feature Extraction: Filtered iris
Figure 4.11: Feature Extraction: Iris template
4.1.5 Classification
The classification stages seeks to identify a match between the computed local iris tem-
plate and any number of database templates. For this stage the Hamming Distance metric
is used to gauge whether a compelling enough match exists between the local template and
a database template. The Hamming Distance is defined as
HD =
||(templatelocal ⊕ templatedatabase) ∧masklocal ∧maskdatabase||
||masklocal ∧maskdatabase|| (4.10)
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where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operator, ∧ is the bitwise AND operator, and (|| ||) is the
NORM operator which counts the number of ones remaining in a bit-string after internal
operations. The result of this computation is a floating-point number between 0.0 and 1.0.
The closer the templates are to being a match, the closer the result is to 0.0, with 0.0
being an exact match. In this work, a Hamming Distance result less than or equal to 0.35
is considered a match. If a match is found, then a unique identifier corresponding to the
matched database template is returned. If a match is not found, the user is prompted if
they would like to enroll the local template as a new identifier. In a more practical system
enrollment would be controlled by an administrator or other authority.
4.2 Results
This section presents the runtime performance results of the software-prototype iris
recognition system. The runtime performance is given for the software-prototype running
on two different platforms: x64 (Windows)1 and ARMv7 (ArchLinux)2. Table 4.1 and Table
4.2 give each stage’s runtime performance and the total overall performance of one iteration
of the iris recognition pipeline.
Table 4.1: Software Prototype Overall Runtime Performance
Stage x64 Runtime (ms) ARMv7 Runtime (ms)
Acquisition1 441 15615
Segmentation 34 869
Normalization 0 2
Feature Extraction 0 9
Classification 3 6
Total1 37 886
1 Acquisition is not counted in the total.
1Built using Visual Studio 2015 with Visual C++ 14.0 (/O2 optimization)
2Built using CMake with C++ (GCC) 5.3.0 (-O3 optimization)
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Table 4.2: Software Prototype Percentages of Total Runtime
Stage Percentage of Total (x64) Percentage of Total (ARMv7)
Segmentation 91.9% 98.1%
Normalization 0.0% 0.2%
Feature Extraction 0.0% 1.0%
Classification 8.1% 0.7%
Table 4.3: Segmentation Stage Overall Runtime Performance
Sub-Stage x64 Runtime (ms) ARMv7 Runtime (ms)
Pupillary Segmentation 15 423
Limbic Segmentation 19 446
Total 34 869
We do not consider the acquisition stage a bottleneck due to the disk reading and
cascade classifier operations that could be avoided in a more practical system. Therefore, the
segmentation stage is considered the most performance heavy. Table 4.3 gives the runtime
performance results of the sub-stages of segmentation. Table 4.4 further breaks down the
segmentation sub-stages’ performance into internal-operation runtime per instance.
We can use the experimentally-gathered results presented here to make a decision on
what to target for a hardware/software co-design solution. One can observe that the seg-
mentation stage is responsible for the majority of the runtime of the software prototype—
discounting aquisition—on both platforms. When split into the sub-stages of pupillary
segmentation and limbic segmentation, the two are nearly equal in runtime performance.
When broken down further, we notice that the pupillary segmentation sub-stage involves
operations that are commonly found in computer vision systems, such as thresholding and
morphological operators. However, the limbic segmentation sub-stage uses methods not
commonly found in computer vision systems, such as the modified polar-coordinate trans-
formation (Rubber sheet model) and best-fit band computation. Another reason to consider
the limbic segmentation sub-stage for hardware acceleration, is because it involves several
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Table 4.4: Segmentation Stage Internal-Operations Runtime Performance
Operation x64 Runtime (ms) ARMv7 Runtime (ms)
Pupillary segmentation sub-stage
Threshold 0 11
Morphology 3 178
Component filtering 12 203
Other1 0 31
Total 15 423
Limbic segmentation sub-stage
Boundary array calculations (x25) 0 14
Polar Transform (x25) 15 326
Best-fit Band (x25) 1 13
Other ops (Blur, gradient, etc.) 3 93
Total 19 446
1 The values in this row are a result of loop overhead, variable initialization, and component
comparisons.
data-independent computations which could be exploited through parallelism. Each one
of these independent computations essentially contains a polar-coordinate transformation
followed by a best-fit band operation. For these reasons, a digital hardware design was cre-
ated to improve performance for the limbic segmentation sub-stage. In a thorough imple-
mentation of a high-performance iris recognition system, digital hardware IP such as those
contained in Xilinx’s HLS Video Library can be used for hardware accelerating the pupillary
segmentation sub-stage—thresholding and morphological operations—and the other com-
mon computer vision algorithms used in limbic segmentation—Gaussian blur and gradient
operations.
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CHAPTER 5. HARDWARE ACCELERATOR FOR IRIS
SEGMENTATION
This chapter introduces our hardware architecture that provides hardware acceleration
for the limbic segmentation sub-stage. We describe a hardware accelerator designed to exist
in a hardware/software co-implementation of an iris recognition system. We present the
runtime performance of the design and compare it to the software prototype’s performance
when running the same operations. The chapter concludes with a discussion of several
implementation considerations for integrating our hardware module into a real system based
on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC.
5.1 Approach
In this section we use results presented in the previous chapter to help explain why a
hardware accelerator for the limbic segmentation sub-stage would be advantageous to run-
time performance and the possible approaches to using the module. In Chapter 4, Section
4.2 the software prototype results are given. Table 4.4 in that section shows the internal
operations of the limbic segmentation sub-stage. We see in this table, under the limbic seg-
mentation half, that the polar-coordinate transform operation takes up the majority of the
sub-stage’s runtime—over 70 percent on either platform. Another thing to note about the
polar-coordinate transform is that it’s computed several times, along with other operations,
to get higher accuracy in segmentation of the limbic boundary. As mentioned in Chapter
4, Section 4.1.2.2 there is a polar-coordinate transform and best-fit band operation for each
possible center point that the limbic boundary could take—up to twenty-five in this work.
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Each of these computations is data-independent; therefore, if the platform’s resources can
support it, a hardware accelerator can be instantiated for each separate computation of the
limbic boundary center point. This would be advantageous for performance due to the serial
nature of the computations in the software prototype. If a platform lacks enough resources
to support total parallelism of these computations, then resources can be shared to achieve
a hybrid serial-parallel architecture where some number of limbic boundary center points
are calculated in parallel, followed by another set of center points, until all are accounted
for. In this work, we target a completely parallel solution—all twenty-five computations
run at the same time. In the future, if a different design needs to support more possible
center points, then a hybrid serial-parallel approach can be used. This hybrid approach can
be used for platforms with less available resources or to save resources for other needs in an
application like the image processing operations in the pupillary segmentation sub-stage.
5.2 Architecture Overview
In this section we present an overview of the hardware accelerator for the limbic seg-
mentation sub-stage. One must first consider the inputs and outputs that are necessary for
the module. The I/O requirements for the polar-coordinate transformation are as follows
• Inputs
– The binary-threshold image to be unwrapped
– The boundary-point arrays which outline the inner and outer boundaries of the
area to look for the limbic circle
• Outputs
– The unwrapped image
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In this work, we’ve normalized the sizes of the polar-coordinate transform images to
convenient sizes for designing hardware whilst still maintaing accuracy1. For fast read and
write access, it would be more convenient to store the images required for this operation
in programmable logic memory, such as block RAMs (BRAMs) or in distributed memory,
versus loading values individually or in burst from DDR memory. The binary-threshold
image size is 256x256 bits—8 kilobytes—and the unwrapped image size is 128x176 bits—2.75
kilobytes. All dimensions of the images are conveniently normalized to be divisble by eight;
allowing easy byte-to-bit conversion, simple and compact storage, and easier write/read
logic. Due to the large enough sizes of the I/O in the polar-coordinate transformation,
the decision was made to use block RAMs to store the binary-threshold and unwrapped
images. In this work, each image gets their own block RAM to simplify the design; however,
because the target platform supports 36 kilobyte dual-port block RAMs, it would be possible
to pack the images into a single block RAM. The modified polar-coordinate transformation
also requires the boundary-point arrays which specify the annulus area to unwrap. Again
for simplification, these arrays are stored in separate block RAMs. Each boundary-point
array’s size is 176 bytes, one byte for each bit of resolution in the radial dimension (i.e. 176
bytes represent 360 degrees).
Since the decision was made to store the unwrapped image result from the polar-
coordinate transform in a block RAM on the programmable logic side of the SoC, it may
also be convenient to include the best-fit band operation in the hardware accelerator. This
would allow the hardware accelerator to provide a simple result in the form of the size of
the best-fit circle’s radius and total number of counted ones. Then, the software would
only have to compare the results of the best-fit circles calculated by the several instantiated
hardware modules to find the one with the highest number of ones—corresponding to the
best-fit limbic boundary.
1The results obtained from the software prototype also use these size normalizations in order to maintain
consistency.
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With the information from the two previous paragraphs we can build an idea of what the
high-level hardware accelerator’s interface should be. In summary, the hardware accelera-
tor is responsible for the polar-coordinate transformation and the best-fit band operation.
Because this hardware accelerator resembles and replaces the integro-differential operation
in the software prototype’s limbic segmentation sub-stage, we call the module IDOSegmen-
tation. With the basic idea of the functionality that the IDOSegmentation module will
provide, we must redefine the I/O specification as follows
• Inputs
– The binary-threshold image to be unwrapped
– The boundary-point arrays which outline the inner and outer boundaries of the
area to look for the limbic circle
• Outputs
– The best-fit band’s location (i.e. the radius of the best-fit circle)
– The best-fit band’s total number of ones (so software can compare against other
best-fit circles)
In this interface specification the inputs did not change, but the unwrapped image
(previously an output) became an internal-use-only construct. This saves the system design
some complexity by not having to stream the unwrapped image back to DDR memory for
software analysis. However, the software still has to stream the binary-threshold image
and boundary-point arrays to the corresponding block RAMs as per the input specification.
After the IDOSegmentation module has completed it’s computation of the best-fit band, the
software simply reads the resulting location and number of ones and uses this information
to compare against the other best-fit bands to find the one with the highest number of
ones—corresponding to the limbic boundary. The interface diagram (shown with external
block RAM memories) for the IDOSegmentation module is given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: IDOSegmentation module: Interface
To represent the two main functions of the IDOSegmentation module, the two internal
modules PolarTransformController and BestFitBandController were created. These con-
trollers contain the corresponding functionality all-in-one. The internal composition of the
IDOSegmentation module is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: IDOSegmentation module: Internal components
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5.3 Polar Transform Module
This section discusses the polar-coordinate transform functionality of the IDOSegmen-
tation module. As a reminder, the polar-coordinate transform, as it’s referred to in this
work, is an operation that takes an input of an images and two boundary-point arrays. To-
gether, the boundary-point arrays describe an annulus. This annulus is then unwrapped to
a resulting rectangular image. For more details on this modified polar-coordinate transform
operation, see Sections 2.2.3 and 4.1.2.2 of this thesis.
The polar-coordinate transform calculates each location, (x, y), of the unwrapped image
pixels in the binary-threshold image. The locations are calculated using the equations 4.2
and 4.3 for each possible (ri, θj). These locations are loaded from the binary-threshold
image and stored in the unwrapped image to be processed by the best-fit band operation
after the entire unwrapped image is built.
Because there are multiple reads and read-location calculations the polar transform
functionality is complex enough to warrant a controller. This controller is responsible for
transitioning between each set of (ri, θj) locations in the unwrapped image. At each (r, θ),
the location of the read-data in the binary-threshold image must be calculated, loaded, and
stored in the unwrapped image. The location of the read-data in the binary-threshold image
is computed using Equations 4.2 and 4.3 manipulated to use only integer operations. The
process starts at (r = 0, θ = 0). The controller increments θ until the maximum angle is
reached at (r = 0, θ = 176). At this point the controller resets θ and moves to the next row
in the unwrapped image at (r = 1, θ = 0). This process continues until the controller reaches
(r = 128, θ = 176) and the unwrapped image is completed. The architecture diagram for
the PolarTransformController module is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.4 Best-Fit Band Module
This section discusses the best-fit band functionality of the IDOSegmentation module.
As a reminder, the best-fit band operation takes the unwrapped image as input and produces
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Figure 5.3: PolarTransformController architectural diagram
a location and number of ones corresponding to the best-fit circle for the limbic boundary.
For more details on the best-fit band operation, see Section 4.1.2.2 of this thesis.
Similar to the PolarTransformController, a controller was created for the best-fit band
function to deal with the overall operation’s complexity. Each band in the unwrapped image
is ten rows, each of 176 bits. There are ten bands in total. The goal of this module is to
compute these bands in parallel and after doing so compare their number of counted ones.
The band with the highest number of ones is considered the best-fit. The module stores the
best-fit band’s location (radius) and number of ones in software accessible registers to serve
as output. To avoid having massive memory overhead in the BandFitController module,
we use FIFOs to buffer data from the unwrapped image. There are ten FIFOs, one for
each band. Each band in the unwrapped contains 1,760 bits. For simplicity we make the
FIFO depth 176 bits; therefore, we must fill the FIFOs ten times to account for all relevant
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Figure 5.4: PolarTransform architectural diagram
data in the unwrapped image. We use the controller to manage transfers of data to the
FIFOs and to control when the internal functionality—counting the number of bits that
are one—is activated. The internal module, BestFitBand, reads the FIFO data and counts
the number of ones in each band. When all band-data is accounted for the BestFitBand
module compares each band and stores the resulting location and number of ones in output
registers. Figure 5.5 shows the architectural diagram of the BestFitBandController.
5.5 Verification
The digital hardware design was evaluated using simulation and synthesis tools. All
modules were written in VHDL and verified separately before being combined into to the
top-level IDOSegmentation module. Consistency was evaluated by checking the hardware
output against the same operations done in software. Separate testbenches were created for
each internal module. The automated testbenches allow fine-grain matching to the software
output at each level of detail. After the results were verified for the PolarTransformCon-
troller and BestFitBandController, the two modules were combined into the IDOSegmen-
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Figure 5.5: BestFitBandController architectural diagram
tation module. Four simulation-only memories were used to test the IDOSegmentation
module. At the pre-simulation stage, the binary-threshold image memory is filled with
the binary-threshold image and the inner- and outer boundary-point memories are filled
with the inner (pupillary) and outer boundary-point array, respectively. The values for
these memories were saved previously from the software-only prototype. The unwrapped
image memoru is used as an intermediate construct during the IDOSegmentations compute
process. Therefore, it does not need to be filled with data pre-simulation. The IDOSeg-
mentation testbench executes two series of tests which are verified by the results in the
software-only prototype when using the same inputs. All modules were verified successfully
when compared to software-only prototype output. In an actual system implementation,
the external memories are filled by the software during runtime.
5.6 Results
In this section we present results of hardware acceleration for the limbic segmentation
stage of the iris recognition system. The runtime performance of the operations targeted
for hardware acceleration are compared between each software platforms (x64 and ARMv7)
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Figure 5.6: BestFitBand architectural diagram
and the IDOSegmentation IP described in this chapter. The results for the IDOSegmen-
tation IP were gathered using both simulation and synthesis data. The Xilinx Zynq-7000
SoC XC7Z020 is targeted during synthesis. Simulation was used to verify consistency in
the results between the software-only prototype and the IDOSegmentation module. Sim-
ulation also provides the number of clock cycles it takes to complete an instance of the
IDOSegmentation module. Synthesis2 reports the maximum path delay of the IDOSegmen-
tation module. This provides a maximum clock frequency which is used—along with the
simulation information—to infer IDOSegmentation runtime performance. The maximum
path delay of the IDOSegmentation module is 9.659ns which results in a maximum clock
frequency of 100 megahertz. Table 5.1 gives the runtime performance of the operations
targeted for hardware acceleration.
The speedup factor of the hardware accelerator is computed using the information
from Table 5.1 and the results are given in Table 5.2. The speedup is given in terms
of operations-targeted-for-hardware-acceleration when comparing IDOSegmentation to the
other platforms. Overall we observe a 22× speedup when comparing the hardware accel-
2This work uses Xilinx Vivado 2017.1 as a synthesis tool
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eration method to an x64 platform and a 468× speedup when compared to an ARMv7
platform.
Table 5.1: HW Results: Runtime performance
Internal operation x64 (ms) ARMv7 (ms) IDOSegmentation1(ms)
Polar transform (x25) 15 326 0.68
Best-fit band (x25) 1 13 0.05
Total2 16 339 0.73
1 The values for IDSegmentation IP are inferred based on simulation and synthesis reports.
2 The total only includes the operations targeted for hardware acceleration (i.e. polar
transform and best-fit band).
Table 5.2: HW Results: Speedup
Accelerated operation IDOSegmentation vs. x64 IDOSegmentation vs. ARMv7
Polar transform (x25) 22.2 482.3
Best-fit band (x25) 21.0 273.1
Total1 22.1 468.6
1 The total only includes the operations targeted for hardware acceleration (i.e. polar transform
and best-fit band).
Table 5.3: HW Results: Resource Utilization (XC7Z020)
Resource type Used Available Utilization % Utilization % × 251
Slice LUTs 2053 53200 3.86 96.48
Slice Registers (FF) 3878 106400 3.64 91.12
F7 Muxes 49 26600 0.18 4.61
Block RAMs 4 140 2.86 71.43
A summary of the runtime performance of various related works is given in table 5.4.
The stages vary for these works. This table is not meant for direct comparison.
The synthesis report also provides a resource utilization summary. Table 5.3 provides
resource utilization results for the IDOSegmentation module on the XC7Z020 platform. We
see from these results that its theoretically possible to instantiate twenty-five instances of
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Table 5.4: Related Work Performance
Author Stage Platform Type Runtime (ms)
Daugman2007 Limbic Segmentation CPU(Desktop) 3.5
Daugman2004 Limbic Segmentation CPU(Embedded) 90
Barra2015 Entire Segmentation CPU(Embedded) 2000
Abate2015 Entire Segmentation CPU(Embedded) 2000
Haindl2015 Entire Segmentation CPU(Embedded) 15000
Yang2015 Entire Segmentation CPU(Embedded) 35000
Hematian2013 Entire Segmentation FPGA 6
Grabowski2011 Entire Segmentation FPGA 25
Avey2018 Limbic Segmentation FPGA 0.7
Sakr2012 Entire Segmentation GPU 24
the IDOSegmentation module on the target FPGA. However, up to this point we haven’t
considered the extra resources it will take to set up the DMAs and other supporting IP
that would be necessary for a working hardware/software co-designed iris recognition sys-
tem. With these extra resources it’s likely not possible, given the current design, to fit all
twenty-five parallel instances of the IDOSegmentation module into the target platform’s
programmable logic section. Although, this issue doesn’t end the possibilty of a improved-
performance system for at least three reasons
1. The twenty-five instances is a somewhat arbitrary number chosen as an upper bound
in an attempt to get the best accuracy limbic segmentation. This number could be
reduced with potentially small to no consequences in accuracy. This thesis did not
experiment with variations in this number due to the scope, which was to build a
hardware accelerator for the bottleneck stage of an iris recognition system. Therefore,
the number twenty-five was kept consistant so as to not confuse verfication and results.
2. As mentioned earlier in Section 5.1, an actual implementation of a hardware/software
co-designed iris recognition system can use a parallel-serial hybrid approach. This
would mean a smaller number of IDOSegmentation modules than the total number
needed to achieve a fully-parallel solution could be used. This number of IDOSegmen-
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tation modules would run in parallel, and when finished their result would be saved
in software and the next round of IDOSegmentation computations would run. This
process would happen iteratively until all IDOSegmentation computations completed,
at which point the software would compare all of the results. This alternative would
have an interesting trade-off analysis suited for future work.
3. Although its a very simple alternative, the target platform can be swapped out with
one that has a larger programmable logic section. The XC7Z020 is an upper mid-
range platform in the Zynq-7000 series. It contains 85,000 programmable logic cells.
There are other SoCs in the Zynq-7000 series which contain more resources—up to
three times as many as the XC7Z020 [38].
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
Iris Recognition has the potential to be a serious contender in the race to replace tradi-
tional authentication methods with biometrics. The iris provides a feature set that is highly
unique from individual to individual and is not dynamic with time nor as prone to changes
like the face and fingerprint. However, in order to compete with the alternative biometric
methods it must support widely-available devices and be quick and convenient to use.
Many related works have proposed solutions to the many problems of iris recognition. In
the 1990s and early 2000s Dr. John Daugman published the well established algorithms that
are used in extant systems today. But these systems require specialized resources like NIR
cameras and high performance computers or patient users. The MICHE contest introduced
in 2015 aimed to remove the necessity of NIR cameras and controlled environments by using
RGB cameras commonly found in mobile phones. However, the runtime results of MICHE
show there is more work to do to increase performance to be used as an everyday tool.
This thesis introduces a hardware/software co-design iris recognition system. A software-
only iris recognition system prototype was created for analysis of performance and verifica-
tion of a potential hardware accelerator’s results. We then propose a hardware accelerator
design that maintains the same accuracy as its corresponding functionality in the software
prototype while speeding up the performance when compared to the software-only proto-
type on both x64 and ARMv7 platforms. We saw a 22× speedup versus an x64 platform and
a 468× speedup versus an ARMv7 platform when comparing the hardware accelerator to
equivalent functionality in the software-only prototype. We chose to test with the MICHE
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RGB image dataset to demonstrate that the system can work with commonly found RGB
cameras, like the ones found in mobile phones.
Future work includes the following items
• An accuracy/performance trade-off analysis of various numbers of instantiated IDOSeg-
mentation modules. As mentioned in Section 5.6, an arbitrary upper-bound of twenty-
five instances of IDOSegmentation wasn’t chosen for this work. This upper bound was
kept through-out the time of this work to keep results consistant. We would likely
see a saturation point where more center points does not increase accuracy but only
continues to decrease performance.
• An actual working implementation of the hardware/software co-design iris recogni-
tion system presented here. A high performance implementation would also include
hardware acceleration for the pupillary segmentation sub-stage, which uses common
computer vision algorithms like thresholding and morphology. This would be useful
for measuring real-world, experiemental results and gauging the everyday-usability of
such a system with a live RGB-camera feed and an authentication-protected applica-
tion like a home-room door lock or other low-security mechanism.
• Experimenting with the hybrid approach briefly described in Section 5.1. This ap-
proach may contain an interesting trade-off analysis to find the closest to ideal con-
figuration of IDOSegmentation modules that provides the best accuracy and runtime
performance whilst still supporting the maximum resource utilization of the target
SoC’s programmable logic section.
• Heuristics for determining whether or not segmentation was successful. An example
of a method for this would be determining success based on the ratio of pupil to iris
sizes. There is a range of acceptable ratios—0.1 to 0.8—for example, as mentioned in
[4].
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• Experimenting with different feature extraction methods for best matching results.
This idea didn’t fit the scope of this thesis, but would be interesting nonetheless.
• A feature to help with noise removal in the normalization and feature extraction
stages. There are related works that give methods for better detection and removal
of noise objects like the eyelids, eyelashes, and eyeglasses [20].
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